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 I 

 

ABSTRACT  

 

 The flooding of the storm water network is caused by climate 

change, land use change, increase in urbanization, and the wider 

population. This study deals with the development of models to extrapolate 

future change in rainfall events in order to protect the infrastructure of the 

storm water network from flooding. The Al-Abbas quarter in Karbala city, 

Iraq was selected as a case study. For the first analysis, the effect of climate 

change on the predicted rainfall intensity for the future period (2017-2070) 

depends on historical data for the period of 1980- 2016. This was 

conducted using the artificial neural network (ANN) model. The input 

layers that enter to ANN model include climate change parameter include 

(monthly rainfall, min. temperature, max. temperature, wind speed, 

humidity, and sunshine). This data divided to training data represent 95% 

of the data and testing data represent 5% for calibration process. Output 

parameter include rainfall intensity. Following this, a Storm Water 

Management Model (SWMM) model is constructed in order to assess the 

flood conditions of the study area for expected rainfall intensities. The 

results indicate that the maximum rainfall intensity will reach 46.48 mm/h. 

in 2067. This value represents three time of the design intensity. The 

percent of the flooding manhole increase with progress of time.  At the end 

of the design period (2070) stage 1has been decrease with rate about 

39.2%, stage 2 has been increase with rate about 14.2%, stage3 has been 

increase 6 time, stage has no change, and stage 5 increase with rate about 

6% compared to beginning period (2017).  
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  Chapter One

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction  

The growth of cities worldwide is associated with an increasing 

demand for sanitation and drainage infrastructure in the context of the water 

cycle .combined with the effect of climate change ,which alter the rainfall 

patterns ,the situation of these system in urban environmental is critical 

.part of the existing sewer network required an imminent renovation ,other 

must be constructed in developing area, where as storm water runoff 

becomes as threat in terms of flooding because of soil impervious .in this 

part should be determine the best practices aimed at reducing these issues 

from innovative environmental and economic view point and at the same 

time adapt cities to climate change.(Boix, 2017) 

Climate change significant impact on precipitation, when the 

rainfall increase this led to urban flooding in storm network. Global 

warming causing all over the globe increase in temperature and sea level , 

this increase causing rise in rainfall intensity and frequency, then this led to 

flooding.(Jung et al., 2015).  

Increase population and urbanization led to increase improvise area 

this decrease infiltration and increase runoff quantity, so this also led to 

flooding.  

To reduce the hazard of flooding would be predict the rainfall 

intensity, artificial neural network (ANN) model used to predict rainfall 

intensity under the effect of climate change. 
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  The origins of artificial neural networks (ANN) are in the field 

biology. The biological brain consists of billions of highly interconnected 

neurons forming a neural network. Human information processing depends 

on this connectionist system of neurons cells. Based on this advantage of 

information processing, neural networks can easily exploit the massively 

parallel local processing and distributed storage properties in the brain. 

(Jeng et al., 2003) 

Storm water management model (SWMM) has ability to link many 

of parameter on the performance of storm network to get many of option 

such as water flooding and water depth. 

The model is widely used for planning, analysis and design related 

to drainage systems in urban areas. The model, provides an integrated 

Windows environment for editing input data, running simulations, and 

viewing the results in the form of thematic maps, graphs, tables, profile 

plots and statistical reports.(Gironás et al., 2010) 

 The study area is Karbala, Iraq is faster  urbanization city because it's 

characterize by religious nature and also the political conditions in the country 

caused immigration thousands of citizens from different cities to it. The 

urbanization in the study area [al-Abbas quarter, Karbala] converts the most of 

the lands from pervious into impervious area where that increase the urban 

flooding. Due to that the control of the urban flooding quantity become an 

important issue to reduce the cost of infrastructure damage.. 

1.2  Statement of the problem  

       Al-Abbas section located at the north-east of the center of Karbala. 

Urban flooding of the storm network is the problem of the study area. This 

problem growth with climate change and increase of population, 

urbanization. The climate change led to increase of rainfall intensity higher 
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than design intensity of the storm network of the study area and this led to 

flooding. The study area suffering from flooding during rainy season. 

 

1.3  Objective of the study  

The aim of this research is to study the impact of climate change on 

expected rain intensities in the study area and to determine the expected flood 

ratios in rainwater drainage networks. 

 

1.4  Methodology of the study  

Methodology of the study summarized as steps follow: 

1. Collection of metrological data from the General Authority for 

metrology and Seismic Observations (G.A.M.S.O) for period from 

1980 to 2016 include (monthly   i                    i    

                        i i                                i   

humidity (%), mean wind speed (m/s), mean sun shine (hr./day),and 

the data collected  for period from 1981 to 1990 include rainfall 

intensity for Karbala station  in ( mm) for 1 hr. 

2.  Collection the field data for the Al-Abbas quarter from Directorate 

of the Streams of Karbala (D.S.K) include pipe and manhole and its 

properties for storm water networks. 

3. Built artificial neural network (ANN) model to predicted rainfall 

intensity for 53 years next. 

4. Made calibration for the ANN model to choose the best model by 

many statistical indicators.  

5. Application expected rainfall intensity on the storm network for the 

study area by using SWMM model to estimating the flooding ratio.   
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1.5  Thesis Structure 

This thesis consists of five chapters as follows: 

 Chapter 1, illustrates the objectives and methodology of the thesis. 

 Chapter 2, shows the previous studies for the various parts, the first 

parts deals with climate change, the second parts deals with flooding 

and it is reason, the third parts deal with ANN model, and the final 

parts deals with SWMM model.  

 Chapter 3, description ANN model, SWMM model and description 

the study area and the properties of all data collection.  

 Chapter 4, display the result of rainfall intensity model, result of 

flooding model and display suggestion scenario for the future.  

 Chapter 5, contain the conclusions for the present the study and 

recommendations for future work. 
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  Chapter Two

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 2.1 Introduction 

This chapter include previse study for the flowing object: 

climate change, reason of flooding (include: climate change, 

urbanization, population, CO2 concentration and land use), ANN model 

to predict rainfall intensity depend on historical climate change, and 

simulation rainfall intensity by SWMM to determine flooding for the 

study area. 

 

 2.2 Climate change  

Climate change include changing in the parameter of climate 

such as rainfall, temperature, wind speed, humidity , sun shine, so 

rainfall and temperature significant impact parameter on flooding for 

example increase of temperature  and sea level causing increase in 

rainfall intensity and frequency.  

The Middle East is largely arid to semi-arid and fresh water is 

often a scarce and precious resource. The combination of a stressed fresh 

water resource and rapid population growth, substantially increases the 

vulnerability of the region to future climate change. Simulating the 

climate of the region is a challenge for climate models (Evans, 2009) 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) state  

 h      i     s  i              o  b  w    1˚C   d 3.5˚C d    o  rising in 
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greenhouse gases by the end of this century (Houghton, 1996) and (Bijlsma 

et al., 1996) state that is rising  in sea level between 13 and 94 cm. 

 

Denault et al. (2006) Studied the effects of increased rainfall 

intensity and evaluated infrastructure future drainage capacity in 

Mission/Wagg Creek watershed in British Columbia, Canada by utilising 

the SWMM technique. The result concluded that, in future, rainfall 

intensity with short duration may be slightly increased. However, this does 

not happened as sharply in the Mission/Wagg Creek system. 

 

Sansom and Renwick (2007) evaluated the impact of future 

climate change, this effect can causing both floods and droughts. Using 

general circulation models (GCMs) to estimate climate change in New 

Zealand, the result that found increase in rainfall intensity due to increases 

in rainfall with climate change. 

 

Evans (2009) studied prediction of future climate change in the 

middle East by using 18 global climate models in the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change, the study  conclude the temperature rising ( 1.4 

˚C     id       y_4 ˚C     h    d       y    d  ow   i      i i   io  

epically in, Turkey Syria, Northern Iraq, Northeastern Iran and the 

Caucasus.  

 

Nie et al. (2009) Studied effect of climate change on urban 

drainage systems at Veumdalen catchment in Fredrikstad, Norway as case 

study.  By using predicted and artificial climate scenarios to evaluate 

climate change.  The result conclude the number of flooding manholes and 

number of surcharging sewers may change hugely and irregularly with a 

small change of precipitation, and change with events and periods. 
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Hassan et al. (2017) evaluated the behavior of storm networks of 

the Middle East region (Karbala city, Iraq) to predict future flooding 

hazards caused by climate change, specifically in case of inadequate sewer 

 o     io s. Th  s  dy   i iz d  h  SWMM  od    o  K  b   ’s s o   

drainage network simulation by using continuous hourly rainfall intensity 

data from 2008 to 2016. It was concluded that, without consideration of 

additional sewage due to an illegal sewer connection, the system was 

sufficient as designed. The results indicated that the SWMM was efficient 

for modelling urban flood forecasting, and without surface runoff routing, 

the urban flooding might not perfectly forecast. 

 

Osman (2017) Studied climate change effect on precipitation in 

the dry medium of Iraq by using Seven Global Climate Models (GCMs) for 

three period selected 2011-2030, 2046-2065 and 2080-2099. The study 

reported that annual mean precipitation decrease for most region of Iraq at 

end of the 21st century. 

 

2.3 Flooding model 

2.3.1 Introduction 

               Flooding can be define as incapability of storm water network to 

accommodating of incoming of water. So there are many reason of causing 

flooding include: change in climate ,change of land use, and increase of 

urbanization, population, CO2concentration. 

The EPA Storm Water Management Model (SWMM)  is 

simulation model utilized to simulation of runoff quantity and quality from 

primarily urban,it is first develop in 1971 (Rossman, 2010). The network 

simulated in SWMM containe of pipe, manhole ,and subcatchment 

connected to nearest manhole.  
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2.3.2 SWMM Modeling capabilities 

             SWMM calculations for various hydrological processes that 

produce runoff from urban areas.These include(Rossman, 2010): 

 Precipitation of varying time. 

 Evaporation of permanent surface water. 

 Snow melt and accumulation 

 Intercept the rain from storing depression  

 Rainfall leakage phenomenon in unstable soil layers 

  percolation the water that infiltrated into groundwater layers. 

  Mixing happened  between the drainage system and  groundwater. 

 Directed the  nonlinear reservoir to the wild flow. 

             The study area was subdivided into a group of smaller and 

homogeneous sub-regions to achieve spatial change in all of these 

processes. Each subclass contained its own part of previous sub-sub-

regions. The land flow can be directed between the entry points of the 

drainage system or between the sub-zones, between the subregions. 

 

SWMM also include  an elastic  group of hydraulic modeling apilities used 

to guid external inflows and runoff through the drainage system network of 

pipes, channels, storage/treatment units , and conversion structures. These 

containe  the ability to: 

 Dealing with networks of unbounded size. 

 A various collection of open conduit and standard closed forms as 

well as natural channels are use. 

  Special modular items like pumps , openings, dams, flow separators,  

and storage / processing units. 
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 apply groundwater, water quality inputs from surface runoff ,and  

external flows . 

 Dry weather sanitary flow, interflow, rainfall-dependent infiltration/ 

inflow, and userdefined inflows. 

 Using  either full dynamic wave flow routing or kinematic wave 

methods. 

 model different flow regimes, like surcharging, backwater, surface 

ponding, and reverse flow. 

 apply user-defined dynamic control basics to simulate the working of 

pumps, weir crest levels, and orificeopenings. 

         SWMM can also evaluation the production of pollutant loads 

associated with this runoff, In addition to modeling the generation and 

transport of runoff flows,. The following operations can be designed for 

any number of user-defined water quality components: 

  Accumulation of pollutants in dry weather on different land uses. 

  Pollution gases from land use during storm events - direct 

contribution to rainfall precipitation. 

 Reduction buildup in dry-weather due to street cleaning. 

 Due to BMPs the washoff load is reduction. 

 To any point in the drainage system can  entry of user-specified 

external inflows  and dry weather sanitary flows. 

 Directed of water quality compenents out of  the drainage system. 

 Decrease the compenent focus out of  naturalprocesses in pipes and 

channels or by treatment in storage units. 

2.3.3 Typical Applications of SWMM 

                   SWMM has been utilized in thousands of sewage and rainwater 

surveys worldwide. Typical applications include (Rossman, 2010):   
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  Flooding control by design and sizing of drainage system 

components  

  Determine the size of retention facilities and their appendixes for 

waterquality protection and  flood control. 

  Normal flood mapping of natural channel system. 

 Reducing the combined sewer overflowsby  designing control 

strategies. 

 Assess the effect of infiltration and inflow on sewage nozzles.  

 Production of non-point-of-point contaminated loads for trash 

distribution studies. 

 minimizing  wet weather pollutant loadings by assess evaluating the 

effectiveness of BMPs . 

Schreider et al. (2000) reported how a significant amount of CO2 

concentration in the atmosphere could contribute to the extent of flooding. 

The study features two main sections. Firstly, the modelling of frequency 

and magnitude of the flood in the context of global warming is assessed. 

This phenomenon is associated with rainfall intensities. The second section 

involves the estimation of changes in the susceptibility of flooding that 

appears in urban areas with the use of greenhouse effect-related flood data. 

The results of modeling for all cases indicated that when CO₂ conditions 

were dual this led to a rise in the magnitude and frequency of the flooding 

events and these vary from one place to another. 

Reynard et al. (2001) discussed the effect of climate and land use 

changes on the flood regimes of large U.K. catchments by using continuous 

flow simulation model (CLASSIC). They concluded that in the 2050s, 

climate change would increase the frequency and magnitude of flooding 

events in these catchments. However, land use changes show a marginal 

impact on the flooding. 
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Denault et al. (2006) studied the effects of increased rainfall 

intensity and evaluated infrastructure future drainage capacity in 

Mission/Wagg Creek watershed in British Columbia, Canada by utilizing 

the SWMM technique. The result concluded that, in future, rainfall 

intensity with short duration may be slightly increased. However, this does 

not happened as sharply in the Mission/Wagg Creek system. 

Nirupama and Simonovic (2007) studied hazard of flooding due to 

raising urbanization in the City of London in the province of Ontario in 

Canada.  Quantitative assessment for the hazard of river flooding to 

London by analysis meteorological and hydrological data in additional to 

analysis land use classification.  The study found that between 1974 and 

2000 there has densely urbanization in the watershed of the top Thames 

River, the City of London is section of it so this led to increase hazard of 

floods. 

 

Semadeni-Davies et al. (2008) estimated for storm water flow the 

climate change effect and urbanization in Helsingborg, south Sweden. 

using special drainage simulations  for present situation  moreover two 

climate (medium and high), run period of simulations were 15 month.  The 

result found raise in heavy rainfalls this led to increase volumes of peak 

flow peak flow volumes and raise risk of flooding. 

 

Saghafian et al. (2008) Studied flooding cause by climate change, 

land use change due to roof roughness and infiltration in the Golestan 

watershed located northeast of Iran. using trend analysis for three  stations 

inside the watershed showed that two stations were subject to human 

change on the yearly maximum flood record. To build model for rainfall-

runoff Using a calibrated event-based, the study  found land use changes 
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more effectively on the flood peak discharge from that some sub 

watersheds.  

Huong and Pathirana (2013) assesed effect of climate change and 

Urbanization on future urban flooding in Can Tho city, Vietnam. Built 

future scenario by using group of simulation model include: using a land 

use simulation model (Dinamica EGO), atmospheric model (WRF). The 

study concluded that the worst situation happened when a sea level reach to 

100 cm and the flow from upstream and Variation in river level. 

Jiang et al. (2015) Utilized planning and management models for 

urban flooding, in the Dongguan City in southern China, an area which 

rapidly became urbanized. (SWMM) is a tool used for this application. The 

results indicate that the area studied will not experience flooding when the 

return period precipitation is one year. However, the area studied will be 

submerged when the return period precipitation is 2, 5, 10 and 20 years. 

Jung et al. (2015) studied climate change effects on urban flooding 

in the drainage basin of Gunja, utilizing the SWMM model  to make a 

single event simulation of runoff quantity. The results conclude  that when 

there were increases in  the short duration rainfall intensity, this led to the 

rising of the simulated peak  discharge from SWMM. 

 Artificial neural network (ANN) 2.4

An artificial neuron network (ANN) is a computer model based on 

the functions and structure of biological neural networks.  

                 ANNs are modeling tools for nonlinear statistical data where 

complex relationships between inputs and outputs are formed or patterns 

are found. ANN is  also famous as neural network. 

 ANN is used as a random function approximation tool because it has

one of the most recognized features that it can actually learn from 

controlling data sets in addition to having many other features. . ANN takes 
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data samples instead of full datasets to access solutions, saving money and 

time. 

            ANNs have three interconnected layers. The first layer consists of 

entered neurons. These neurons send data to the second layer, which in turn 

sends neurons to the third layer, as can be seen in Figure (2.1). And to 

clarify the idea better, Figure (2.2) describe how ANN internally working 

and gives the best results. 

The training of the artificial neural network includes a selection of 

permitted models with several associated algorithms. (Cybenko, 1989, 

Hornik, 1991) 

 

 

Figure 2-1 A schematic presentation for ANN methodology 
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Figure 2-2 example of ANN working methodology 

2.4.1 ANN components 
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Artificial neural networks are typically composed of input layers, 

hidden layers and output layers, as can be summarized below(Hinton et al., 

2006): 

1- Input Layer: The input layer of a neural network is composed of 

artificial input neurons, and brings the initial data into the system for 

further processing by subsequent layers of artificial neurons. The 

input layer is the very beginning of the workflow for the artificial 

neural network. 

2- A hidden layer in an artificial neural network is a layer in between 

input layers and output layers, where artificial neurons take in a set 

of weighted inputs and produce an output through an activation 

function. It is a typical part of nearly any neural network in which 

engineers simulate the types of activity that go on in the human 

brain. 

3- The output layer in an artificial neural network is the last layer of 

neurons that produces given outputs for the program. Though they 

are made much like other artificial neurons in the neural network, 

output layer neurons may be built or observed in a different way, 

gi     h    h y      h    s  “   o ”  od s o   h     wo k. 

  

2.4.2 ANN and Civil engineering applications 

A reliable model for any storm or sanitary network is essential in 

order to provide a tool for predicting its performance and to form a basis 

for controlling the operation of the process. 

ANN Technique has the ability to build prediction model, there 

are many application used ANN technique such as : rainfall intensity , 

coefficient of discharge ,inflow of reservoir, water quality index (SUJANA 

PRAJITHKUMAR et al.), sedimentation load (Bouzeria et al., 2017). It is 
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consist of three layers input layers, hidden layers (Treatment layers), and 

output layers.   

Dawson and Wilby (1998) studied prediction of flow using actual 

hydrometric data in two flood-prone UK areas by using artificial neural 

network (ANN). The result found the prediction similar goodness to that 

obtain from operational systems for the River Amber. 

Tokar and Johnson (1999) evaluated the prediction of daily 

rainfall as a function of daily precipitation, temperature, and snowmelt for 

the Little Patuxent River watershed in Maryland by using artificial neural 

network (ANN). The study conclude that prediction data from ANN more 

accuracy and flexibility, and the study conclude that using of ANN 

shortens calibration data, and reduces the length of the time spent in 

calibration of the models. 

Jain et al. (1999) predicted inflow for the reservoir and operation it 

by using artificial neural network (ANN) in the state of Orissa, India as 

case study, The study  found that the ANN is using in effect for operation 

of reservoir and prediction of inflow of it and  ANN strong device for 

mapping of input –output. 

 

Luk et al. (2001) Studied extrapolate of the rainfall. By using 

artificial neural network ANN that represent nonlinear mapping between 

inputs and outputs. Case study in the western suburbs of Sydney, the study 

conclude the result of forecasting by realization of ANN. 

Al-Ansari et al. (2014)   Evaluated the rainfall quantity for long 

term( winter , spring , summer , autumn) by using artificial neural network 

(ANN). The study were take Sinjar area, northwest of Iraq as a case study.  

The result discover that the average rainfall decrease. 

Alfatlawi and Alshakli (2015) forecasted coefficient of discharge 

for stepped morning glory spillway by using artificial neural network 
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(ANN). The study show that the coefficient of discharge of stepped 

morning glory Spillway reduce as rising (head/length) and/or (head/radius) 

ratios. 

 

2.5 Summary 

The previous study indicate that ANN gave prediction result has 

similar quality to field result (Dawson and Wilby, 1998) , ANN gave 

prediction result has more accuracy and flexibility(Tokar and Johnson, 

1999). 

Most previous studies consider climate change to be a change in 

temperature and rainfall but we will consider climate change as change in 

wind speed, humidity, sunshine in addition to change in rainfall and 

temperature. 
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  Chapter Three

MODELING AND CASE STUDY  

 

3.1  Introduction  

This chapter involves three main stages. In each stage, all required 

data, parameters, and characteristics shall be discussed in next subsections. 

The first stage shall involve the Artificial Neural Network 

technology (ANN), brief description, its work methodology, and 

characteristics of the input parameters. The ANN technique shall be 

performed utilizing the ANN program version. It is worth to mention that 

although used ANN version has stopped supporting by the created 

company nowadays, but it can overcome the required model. The ANN 

technique has approved its efficiency and accuracy in model prediction that 

generated from any input multiple variables. The input parameters shall 

include climate change independent variables (monthly rainfall, min and 

max temperature, humidity, wind speed, and sunshine) and depended 

variable (rainfall intensity). The outcome of this stage shall include one 

model relating between rainfall intensity and time for future periods. 

While in the second stage, shall include steps of applying the 

resulted model of ANN on the studied network area. The selected network 

components (pipes and manholes) data have been taken as GIs Arc Map 

shape file. The data have been smoothed and refined using the same 

program. The output data of GIS and ANN programs have been input to 

Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) program to presents the final 

results (flooding accordance and ratio) 
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The third stage shall consist of properties  of the case study  like, 

location, topography, land use, and subcatchment area. Also, the collected 

data shall be presented in this stage. Description of case study area are 

generated with the help of GIS ARC Map program. Methodology of the 

research plan can be seen in Figure (3.1) 

start

Collected data

Field data Metrological data

pipes' 

diameter, 

shape, length  

,and slope

manholes' 

deapth,invert 

elevation ,ground 

elevation,and the 

material of the 

wall

Monthly rainfall

Max temperature

min temperature

Wind speed 

Relative humidity

Rainfall intensity

Sun shine

Refine data in GIS

Edit data in SSA

Built ANN model to 

extrapolate rainfall 

intensity

SWMM- modelling

Define storm network in SWMM 

Analysis preform of the storm network  

Show the results of flooding manhole under climate 

change and land use of the study area

 

                     Figure 3-1 Flowchart of the research methodology. 

3.2  Description of the research plan 

Work stage include working with two main program: artificial 

neural network (ANN) and storm water management model (SWMM5.1) 

so, the hydraulic data analyze by ANN program and built model to 
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extrapolate rainfall intensity to enter it to SWMM then made simulation 

and prediction the flooding of the study area. 

3.2.1 Artificial neural network (ANN) 

 This part include description of ANN and how to build ANN model.  

3.2.1.1 Description of ANN model 

The ANN system consists of as minimum three main parts, the 

first Part define as input layer, the second part define as hidden layer at 

least one layer and this layer processing of input layer   and the third define 

as the output layer. The number of input nodes, I, and the number of output 

nodes, O, in an ANN are dependent on the problem to which the network is 

being applied. the number of hidden layer depending on training(Murata et 

al., 1994). There are nothing fixed to choose nodes of hidden layers ,the 

network have difficulty generalizing to problems when the numbers of 

nodes too few in the hidden layer, the network takes an unacceptable period 

when there are too many nodes in hidden layers. (Dawson and Wilby, 

1998). The structure of neural network can showed in Figure (3.2). 
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                  Figure 3-2Structure of neural network system. 

3.2.1.2 Description of ANN program  

The data enter to ANN divided to training data 95% and testing 

data 5%  to validation the result of program. The program used to 

application ANN is neural power. 

 The sequence of process in ANN program can be briefed as 

follows: 

1. Preparing data file that involve input and output layers. 

2.  For Learning settlements step, and  to add learning files after that 

go to learning configuration to add hidden layers and determine 

node number and transfer function for each layer, ,there are six 

type of transfer function display below .       

The ANN program contains several Types of transfer function in hidden 

layer, and can be summarized as follows (Giuseppe Ciaburro and 

September, 2017 

) 

 

A B 
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1- Sigmoid function: This function, as clarified in Equation (3.1) 

is frequently chosen, due to comfortable, differentiable, 

monotonic, and limited this mean the sigmoid function well 

done 

 

     
 

           
………. (3.1) 

2- Tanh function: Tanh function, as presented in equation (3.2), is  

comfortable, differentiable, monotonic, and limited so it is 

similar to sigmoid but subsequent functions, do ’  h     his 

properties so this limit the use of this function. 

 

           ………. (3.2) 

          

3- Gaussian function: The Gaussian function as shown in 

Equation (3.3) used when the input data less probably to 

contribute to final result. it is even function so it gave the same 

output for input value for positive or negative 

 

               ………. (3.3) 

 

4- Linear function: Linear function, as demonstrated in Equation 

(3.4),  used when the output wanted without applying any 

limitations, the answer gave without any further modification 

expect doing the input × weight ,the linear function do not used 

in the hidden layer.  

       ………. (3.4) 
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5- Threshold linear function: Threshold linear function, as 

presented in Equation (3.5), need difficult limitation when the 

function applies the output either exactly single value or not. 

So  his      io  do ’   s d. 

                                          ………. (3.5) 

 

6- Bipolar linear function: as clarified in Equation (3.6), This 

function type has the capability to release node above 

limitation but it have adopt in lower region. 

 

                                 ………. (3.6) 

 

the sigmoid function is the  best transfer function ,The description 

of all transfers function from (MLNnotebook, 2017) 

The error between outputs of the network and target outputs are 

computed at the end of each process, then the Processing continues to 

training until the error less than selected. 

 There are important factors in learning process (Weights and     

biases): 

Weights are very significant factor in ANN program to 

converting an input to impact the output. It is like to slope in linear 

regression, wherever a weight is multiplied to the input to add up to form 

the output. Weights are numerical parameters which determine how 

strongly each of the neurons affects the other. 

For example, if the inputs are x1, x2, and x3, then the synaptic 

weights to be applied to them are denoted as w1, w2, and w3, 

The Output is: 

1.        ∑   ………. (3.7) 
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             Bias is similar the intercept added in a linear equation. It is an 

additional parameter which is used to adjust the output along with the 

weighted sum of the inputs to the neuron. 

The processing done by a neuron is thus denoted as : 

                               ………. (3.8)  

The abstract of ANN learning process can be presented in Figure(3.4). 

 

Figure 3-3 learning process of artificial neural network (Xn: input, Wn: 

weights, Yn: outputs). 

3.2.1.2 Determining the number of hidden layers 

When looking at the structure of dense layers, there are really two 

decisions to make about these hidden layers: the number of hidden layers in 

the neural network and the number of neurons in each of these layers.  At 

the first We'll look at how to determine the number of hidden layers to use 

with the neural network. 

Before deep learning problems that require more than two hidden 

layers were rare .simple data sets will often require two or fewer layers. 

However, additional layers can be useful with complex datasets include 
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time-series or computer vision. Table (3.1) summarizes the ability of 

several common layer architectures. 

 

 

 

 

             Table 3-1 Determining the Number of Hidden Layers. 

Number of  Hidden 

Layers 

Result 

 

>2  

Extra layers can learn complex representations of 

layers (a type of automatic feature geometry). 

 

2 

Can represent arbitrary decisions that are arbitrarily 

defined with rational activation functions and can 

round any smooth layout of any accuracy. 

 

1 

Round any function that contains a continuous 

layout from one distance to another 

none Represent only deterministic decisions or functions. 

 

3.2.1.3 The Number of neurons in the hidden layers 

Overall  for neural network structure determine  the number of 

neurons in the hidden layers is a very important part . although these layers 

do not directly react with the outer environment, they have a large 

influence on the final output. Both the number of neurons and the number 

hidden layers in each of these hidden layers must be carefully considered. 

Under fitting will happened when the neurons in the hidden layers   

too few. Over fitting happened when the number of neurons in the hidden 

layers too many. Several problems occur with the over fitting. First, more 

than installation occurs when the neural network has a large amount of 

information processing capacity that the limited amount of information in 

the training group is not enough to train all the neurons in the hidden 
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layers. A second problem can occur even when the training data is 

sufficient. A large number of neurons in hidden layers can increase the time 

it takes to train the network. The amount of training time can be increased 

to the extent that it is impossible to train the neural network adequately. 

Generally the number of neurons should be moderate between too many 

and too few in the hidden layers Figure (3.3) illustrates the above 

mentioned problems. 

 

 

Figure 3-4  an example for effect of number of neurons on ANN model 

accuracy {Murata, 1994 #18}. 

A few rules of thumb that suggested to choose hidden layers. 

There are many rule-of-thumb methods for determining an acceptable 

number of neurons to use in the hidden layers, such as the following: 

 

1-  Determining the number of neurons in the hidden layers that should 

be between the size of the input layer and the size of the output layer. 

2- The number of hidden neurons should be 2/3 the size of the input 

layer, plus the size of the output layer. 

3- The number of hidden neurons should be less than two time the size 

of the input layer. 
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           It is uncertain to start throwing random numbers of layers and 

neurons at the network this led to very time consuming, so the selection 

of the layers and neurons depend on the trial and error , three rules upon 

provide a starting point to consider. 

 

3.2.1.3 Building the ANN model 

artificial neural network model (ANN) built depended on input 

layers and out put layers, input layers include (year, month, monthly 

rainfall total (mm), mean max temperature   C         i               C), 

mean relative humidity (%), mean wind speed (m/s), mean sun shine 

(hrs./day) ,output layer include (rainfall intensity (mm) for 30 min). month 

and rainfall intensity(I) input to program by formula (N+1 , N-1) means for 

each neuron took before  neuron and after neuron  to determine location of 

it Accuracy as shown in Table(3.2). 

Table 3-2 formula of data that using in ANN. 

y N N+1 N-1 R min.tem max.tem hum wind sun.sh I I+1 I-1 

   1         1.6 

1981 1  2 12.5 5.3 17 75 2.7 6.8 1.6  2 

1981 2 1 3 4.9 7.5 19.3 63 2.8 7.2 2 1.6 2 

1981 3 2 4 12.8 11.1 24.7 59 3 8.3 2 2 0.7 

1981 4 3 5 4.3 14.5 29.1 44 3.2 8.4 0.7 2 0 

1981 5 4 6 0.001 19.2 34 36 3.6 8.8 0 0.7 0 

1981 6 5 7 0.001 24.9 40.5 33 4 12.1 0 0 0 

1981 7 6 8 0 28.6 44.1 27 4.5 11.9 0 0 0 

 

The sequence of prediction of rainfall intensity was done by ANN 

include the steps: 

1. Building ANN model for 10 yrs. (first model) due to rainfall 

intensity available (output layer) from General Authority for 

meteorological and Seismic Observation (G.A.M.S.O) only for 10 

yrs. for period (1981-1990). 
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2.  ANN model for 10 yrs. (first model) used to predict rainfall 

intensity for period (1991 – 2008). 

3. From Iraqi Agromet Center Data (I.A.C.D) the rainfall intensity 

from 2008 to 2016 was found. 

4. Built ANN model (second model) for period (1981-2016). 

5. SPSS program made simulation to find input layer (climate change) 

for future period (2017-2070). 

6. Input data found from step 5 into second model to found rainfall 

intensity for period (2017-2070).  

 There are five model built depend on number of hidden layers  

after that chosen the best depend on several statistical index include root 

mean square error RMSE and correlation coefficient Square R  ,so the best 

model chosen that has least RMSE(nearest to zero) and greater R²( nearest 

to 1) 

 3.3 Storm water management model (SWMM) 

        This subsection includes description of SWMM simulation, flow 

routing, and infiltration model and how to build SWMM. 

  3.3.1 Description of SWMM 

      Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) developed by US 

EPA , first developed in 1971, SWMM  is a model used to simulation 

runoff quantity and quality from urban areas, It is used for single event or 

long-term (continuous). The runoff component of SWMM run on a 

collection of sub catchment areas that receive precipitation and produce 

runoff and pollutant loads, this runoff transports during a system of pipes, 

channels, storage/treatment devices, pumps, and regulators. SWMM5.1 

keeps track of the flow rate, flow depth, runoff volume generated within 

each sub-catchment, and the quality of water in each pipe and/or channel at 
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different time steps of the simulation. SWMM Version 5.1, which is 

running under Windows is used in the current study as in the present study 

as it provides an integrated environment for editing, inputting data of the 

study area, running hydrologic, hydraulic and water quantity simulations, 

and viewing the results in a variety of formats. These include color-coded 

drainage area and conveyance system maps, time series graphs and tables, 

profile plots, and statistical frequency analyses (Rossman, 2010). 

   3.3.2 System flow routing 

            The process of determine the time and magnitude in any point of 

the drainage system based on known or assumed hydrographs at one or 

more point in upstream called the flow routing. There are three level of 

sophistication used in SWWM for flow routing to solve the conservation of 

mass and momentum equations for conduits of open channel and this 

equation is the comprehensive one-dimensional (Rossman, 2010).The 

SWMM lets the modeler to select the level of sophistication to solve the 

equations. The three level of flow routing in SWMM are steady flow 

routing, kinematic flow routing and the dynamic flow routing. In this study 

the dynamic flow routing has been used because it has the ability to 

account for pressurized flow, channel storage, flow reversal, backwater and 

entrance/exit losses so the dynamic flow routing consider the most 

theoretically precise consequences. In dynamic routing the full flow closed 

pipe represent as Aeron pressurized flow and the flooding happens when 

the water depth skips the maximum available depth at the node.  

For the Saint-Venant the flow can be represented by the two partial 

differential equations. First the momentum [eq. 3.9]: 

 

 

  

  
 +

 

 
 
    

   
 
  

 
  + g 

  

  
 – g [S0-Sf] = 0             •••• [3.9] 
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Second the continuity [eq 3.10]: 

  

  
 + 

  

  
 =0                                                           •••• [3.10] 

Where:  

q = The flow rate in the system (m
3
/sec). 

g = The acceleration due to gravity (m/s
2
). 

y = The depth of flow (m). 

S˳ = The bed slope (m/m). 

Sf = The friction slope (m/m). 

A = The cross-sectional area (m
2
). 

 x = The distance along the channel (m). 

 and t = The time (sec) (Pitt et al., 1999). 

The terms in the momentum equation describe as follow:  

 
 

 
 
  

  
  = The change in momentum due to the change in velocity over time. 

 
 

 
 
    

   
 
  

 
  = The change in momentum due to the change in velocity along the channel. 

g 
  

  
  = the change in the water depth along the channel. 

g [S0-Sf] = gravity force term, proportional to the bed slope and friction force term, 

proportional to the friction slope. 

 

While the terms in the continuity equations represent as follow: - 
  

  
  = The rate of change of area with time.  

  

  
 = The rate of change of channel flow width distance. 
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  The two partial differential equations solve numerically as done for runoff 

surface routing. The dynamic flow routing used manning equation to 

determine flow rate [Q]. the Hazen-Williams or Darcy-Weisbach equation 

is used for circular force main shapes under pressurized flow(Rossman, 

2010).  

     3.3.3 Infiltration model 

The infiltration in SWMM can model in three different formulas 

Horton, Green-Ampt and SCS curve number method. In this research the 

Green-Ampt model has been used. There is no unified vision for preference 

one way for others and the Green-Ampt model is more physically-based 

(Gironás et al., 2009)The Green -Ampt method is a simplify, empirical 

model to represent the infiltration process. It develops from the application 

o  D   y’s   w   d  h    w o   o servation of mass. Green-Ampt suppose 

that a sharp wetting front exists in the soil column separating the soil where 

the above wetting front is fully saturated and the soil below is at the initial 

moisture content (Rawls et al. (1983)). This method is a function of the 

soil's hydraulic conductivity, soil suction head, porosity and initial moisture 

deficit of the soil. The general [eq.3.11,3.112]of the Green-Ampt is given 

below (Rawls et al., 1983): 

f=K* {  
   

 
 +1                                •••• [3.11] 

F=K * t + Ψ *n* In  {1+ 
 

     
 ]}                   •••• [3.12] 

Where:  

 f = Infiltration capacity [mm/h]. 

K = Saturated hydraulic conductivity [mm/h]. 

 Ψ = Suction head [mm]. 
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 n = A  i  b    o osi y whi h is          d  s  h        i    o osi y [θe] 

 i  s i i i   soi  w      o      s       d [θi]  o  initially dry soil or it is the 

difference between the soil's porosity [ϕ] and its field capacity [FC] for 

completely drained soil [wh    θe estimate as the total porosity[ϕ] minus 

  sid    s      io   θr]. 

F = Mass infiltration [mm].  

Rawls et al. (1983) has been considered these equations was under the 

assumption that the depth of ponding on the soil surface is negligible and 

analyzed approximately 5000 soils samples through the United States and 

published values for the Green-Ampt parameters as shown in Table (3.3): 

Table 3-3 Parameters of Green-Ampet for different soil type, Rawls et al. 

(1983). 

Soil texture class 

 
K 

Ψ 

 
Ф FC 

WP 

wilting 

point 

Sand 4.74 1.93 0.437 0.062 0.024 

Loamy Sand 1.18 2.4 0.437 0.105 0.047 

Sandy Loam 0.43 4.33 0.453 0.19 0.085 

Loam 0.13 3.5 0.463 0.232 0.116 

Silt Loam 0.26 6.69 0.501 0.284 0.135 

Sandy Clay Loam 0.06 8.66 0.398 0.244 0.136 

Clay Loam 0.04 8.27 0.464 0.31 0.187 

Silty Clay Loam 0.04 10.63 0.471 0.342 0.21 

Sandy Clay 0.02 9.45 0.43 0.321 0.221 

Silty Clay 0.02 11.42 0.479 0.371 0.251 

Clay 0.01 12.6 0.475 0.378 0.265 
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 3.3.4 Building SWMM model 

The result of climate change scenario represent as  rainfall 

intensity from (ANN) model for predict period (2017-2070)  were used on 

Al-Abbas quarter in Karbala city. 

 So, the following steps are followed in SWMM to model rainfall

intensity on a study area: 

1. Collection of Field data for the Al-Abbas section from Directorate of the 

Streams of Karbala (D.S.K) include pipe and manhole and its properties. 

 .Assign set of option and properties of object were used as default.2

3. Refine data in GIS. 

4. Edit data and connect area to nearest manhole in storm and sanitary 

Analysis (SSA), which as program of AutoCAD civil3d Package. 

5. Enter in SWMM and make analysis performs. 

6. Show the results of the simulation. 

 

3.4 Study area and data  

In this subsection, description of the study area, land use, topography 

of the case study, field and metrological data shall be presented with 

details. 

It worth to mention that the raster map of GIS has been provided by 

Ministry of Construction, Housing, Municipalities and Public Works 

(M.C.H.M.PW). The map has been captured in year 2016, which is the last 

version has been taken for study area. 

 

3.4.1 Description of the study area 

Geographically, the study area (Al-Abbas quarter) is located to the 

north-east  of the center of Karbala city , Iraq, between latitudes 
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32°37'56.7"N - 32°38'15.9"N ,and longitudes 44°02'39.8"E-44°03'08.9"E, 

as shown in Figure (3.5). The distance is 2 km between center of the study 

area and center of Karbala city. The total area approximately is 0.373 km², 

total impervious area approximately is 0.257 km², (70% of total area) 

including (roofs and paved area), previous area approximately is 0.116 km², 

(30% of total area) including (green area and unpaved area). It is a flat 

surface with low slopes and sandy, clay soil. Regional elevations range 

from 34 m to 41m above sea level.  The network of the case study is storm 

water network divided into 64 sub-catchment.  Some new developments is 

expected to take place surrounding the case study according to Kerbela 

master plan. The climate of the case study show in Table(3.4). 

 

 Figure 3-5 Geographical location of the study area according to Iraqi 

map(M.C.H.M.PW). 
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Table 3-4  clarify min and max value of climate of the case study. 

Max value Min value Climate 

                  T1.6       46

48 0 Monthly rainfall (mm) 

83 23 Humidity (%) 

5.2 1.9 Wind speed (m/s) 

12.6 5.2 Sun shine (hrs./day) 

 

3.4.2 Land use 

Identifying characteristics of land use of a specific location is 

necessary to assign quantity of water runoff that con not be absorbed by 

land media. Land use area of the case study divided into three main parts; 

paved area, gardens and service building, and houses. The paved area 

occupied about 8% from total land use area, which consider the smallest 

portion. The second part, which occupies about 12% from total land use 

area, consists of gardens and service buildings, such as schools and 

hospitals. While the third part, which occupied by houses, forming about 

80% from total land use area. Figure (3.6), clarifies land use area of the 

selected case study. It worth to mention that the previous figure has been 

created utilizing ARCMAP program of GIS package. 
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                           Figure 3-6  land use of Al-Abbas quarter. 

3.4.3 The topography  

The contour map of the study area has been generated with 0.5 

meter contour interval using GIS (geographic information system) 

software. The map has been created utilizing from the DEM (Digital 

elevation model) surface raster file that provided from the USGS (U.S 

Geological survey) (USGS, 2018). After importing the DEM file in GIS 

(ARC MAP V10.4.1), a random points has been generated for the study 

area only, after that, the Z elevation was extracted from the DEM file to the 

44.043723N-32.632155E 

44.053622N -32.643647E 

44.053122N -32.631488E 

Scale 1:10,000 

44.044033N -32.643671E 
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generated Radom points. The resulted processes were point's data with 

XYZ information. Finally, the contour map has been generated utilizing 

ARC tool box that provided as a package with the GIS software.   It is 

worth to mention that Karbala city has a flat ground and the earth 

topography is ranged from 28-34 m of the steady area. This illustrate in 

Figure (3.7). 

 

                   Figure 3-7 topography of the study area (USGS, 2018). 
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3.4.4 Sub catchment  

Sub catchments divided into pervious and impervious sub areas. 

Surface runoff of the pervious subarea can Infiltrate into the upper soil 

zone, but not through the impervious subarea. Impervious areas can be 

divided in two type: sub catchment have depression storage and sub 

catchment do not contain depression storage. Runoff flow either routed 

from sub area in sub catchment to another sub area, or both sub catchment 

can drained to the sub catchment outlet.  The total area approximately to 

0.373 km² and it divided into 64 sub catchments as shown in Figure (3.8). 
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    Figure 3-8 sub catchment areas distrbution of the study area. 

 

3.4.5 Field data 

Field data collection for the case study Al-Abbas quarter from 

(D.S.K) includes pipe and manhole and their properties. The collected data 

has been drawn in GIS ARCMAP as point and line shape files. After 

drawing and refining data, the network has been imported to SWMM 

program. 

3.4.5.1 Pipes properties 
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Pipe is a type of Conduits that using move water from one node to 

another in the conveyance system. The spatial distribution and the upstream 

and downstream altitude must be supply for each pipe in the model to gain 

the slope and to set the flow direction of the fluid. The study area contain 

222 pipes that have circular shape, the length of the pipes between (2-68) m 

and the diameter of the pipe  of the network between (315-600) mm as 

shown in Figure (3.9) The pipes made from polyvinyl chloride [PVC] and 

the manning roughness coefficient values for the pipes are shown in the 

Table (3.5) below where the manning value for the PVC pipe [plastic pipe] 

is 0.009. 

 

Table 3-5 Values of Manning roughness coefficients for different materials 

of pipes. 

The material of pipe N 

Plastic pipe 0.009 

Well-planed timber evenly laid 0.009 

Neat cement. Very smooth pipe 0.01 

Unplanned timber. Cast-iron pipe of ordinary roughness 0.012 

Well-laid brick work. Good concrete. Riveted steel pipe. 

Well-laid vitrified clay pipe 

0.013 

Vitrified tile and concrete pipe poorly jointed and unevenly 

settled. Average brick work 

0.015 

Rough brick. Tuberculation iron pipe 0.017 

smooth earth or firm gravel 0.02 

Ditches and rivers in good order , some stones and weeds 0.03 

Ditches and rivers with rough bottoms and much vegetation 0.04 
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               Figure 3-9 the storm drainage network of Al-Abbas quarter. 

 

Scale 1:10,000 

44.043723N-32.632155E 

44.044033N -32.643671E 44.053622N -32.643647E 

44.053122N -32.631488E 
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3.4.5.2 Manholes properties 

The Wall of the manholes has been made with concrete 

materials. The maximum depth of manholes is 3.632 m, and the 

maximum invert elevation is 27.225 m. Maximum ground elevation 

of the manholes is 28.81 m. three types of manholes shapes were 

found in the network and summarized below: 

 AS type: a rectangular manhole shape having 

dimensions 150 cm length and 110 cm width. It is used 

for shallow depths and can connected with 250 mm 

pipes diameter. 

 BS type: has a circular cross section area of 110 cm, 

used for medium depths. Three pipes diameters can be 

connected to such manhole, are, 250 mm, 315 mm, and 

400 mm. 

 CD type: has a circular cross section area of 150 cm, 

used for deep cases. Four pipes diameters can be 

connected to such manhole are, 400 mm, 600 mm, and 

715 mm. 

 

3.4.6 Metrological data 

metrological data has been collected from the (G.A.M.S.O) for 

period from 1980 to 2016 including; monthly rainfall (mm), mean 

maximum temperature   C         i i                  C), mean relative 

humidity (%), mean wind speed (m/s), mean sun shine (hr. /day).  While 

the collected data for period from 1981 to 1990 included rainfall intensity 

for Karbala station in (mm) for 1 hour. This data use in ANN program. 

Figures (3.10) through (3.16) shows the average of (monthly rainfall, mean 
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max temperature, mean min temperature, mean relative humidity ,mean 

wind speed, mean sun shine) for 36 yrs., and the average of rainfall 

intensity for 10 yrs, consequently. 

 

 

 

         Figure 3-10 the average of montly rainfall for period (1980-2016). 

 

      Figure 3-11 the average of max temperture for period(1980-2016). 
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          Figure 3-12 average of min temperture for period(1980-2016). 

 

 

             Figure 3-13 average of relative humidity for period(1980-2016). 
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            Figure 3-14 average of wind speed for period(1980-2016). 

 

 

              Figure 3-15 average of sun shine for period(1980-2016). 
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         Figure 3-16 average of rainfall intensity  for period (1981-1990). 

3.5 Suggestion scenario 

Land use is an important factor that should be taken into account 

for future prediction of flooding occurrence, in addition to the change of 

rainfall intensity. Therefore, In case of forecasting period of the study plan 

until 2070, any developed area within the study area should be taken into 

account. The previous analysis of flooding occurrence has been considered 

only the current land use area. 

In the previous suggested scenario, the rational method has been 

used to calculate flooding discharge. It is the simplest method to determine 

peak discharge from drainage basin runoff. Equation (3.13) describe 

rational method parameters: 

Q=CIA………. (3.13) 

Where: 

Q = Peak discharge, m
3
/sec  

c = Rational method runoff coefficient from Table (3.6)  

i = Rainfall intensity, mm/30 min 

A = Drainage area, m²  
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Table 3-6 Rational Method Runoff Coefficients. 

Ground Cover Runoff Coefficient, c 

Lawns 0.05 - 0.35 

Forest 0.05 - 0.25 

Cultivated land 0.08-0.41 

Meadow 0.1 - 0.5 

Parks, cemeteries 0.1 - 0.25 

Unimproved areas 0.1 - 0.3 

Pasture 0.12 - 0.62 

Residential areas 0.3 - 0.75 

Business areas 0.5 - 0.95 

Industrial areas 0.5 - 0.9 

Asphalt streets 0.7 - 0.95 

Brick streets 0.7 - 0.85 

Roofs 0.75 - 0.95 

Concrete streets 0.7 - 0.95 
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  Chapter Four

 

RESULT AND DISCUSION  

 

4.1 Introduction 

 This chapter display the result obtained from the models. This 

chapter divided into three parts: the first parts display the result of rainfall 

intensity model and its calibration, the second parts display the result of 

flooding model and calibration of it, and the third parts display suggestion 

scenario by calculation the effect of future land use on the storm network 

of the case study.   

  

4.2 ANN Rainfall intensity model 

This part display calibration of ANN model, weight distribution, and effect 

of climate change on ANN model.    

4.2.1 Learning process of ANN models functions  

Learning ANN program to predict rainfall intensity function requires 

several input parameters. One of the most important parameters are, type of 

transfer function and number of hidden layers. No universal accepted 

criteria for selecting type of transfer data or number of hidden layers, but 

several researchers adopted sigmoid function in their research since it can 

learning faster, and gives optimum results. 

In this study, and to ensure that sigmoid function works correctly in test for 

training data, several trials has been made for years from (1981-1990) to 

predict some missing data. Different functions types such as, sigmoid, 
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Tanh, Gaussian, and bipolar has been testes to select the best one. Also, for 

each trialed function, optimum number of hidden layer was also checked 

out, as can be seen in Table (4.1). 

Table 4-1 present effect different training function and number of hidden 

layers on the strength of the correlated function. 

function 

type 

No. 

hidden 

layer 

R 
(correlation 

coefficient) 

 

RMSE 
(root 

mean 

square 

error) 

DC 

(determination 

coefficient) 

average 

R 

average 

RMSE 

average 

DC 

Sigmoid 1 0.922 1.285 0.849 0.97475 0.849 0.9515 

Sigmoid 2 0.984 1.584 0.97 

Sigmoid 3 0.997 0.26 0.994 

Sigmoid 4 0.996 0.267 0.993 

Tanh 1 0.959 1.25 0.92 0.95525 0.95675 0.919 

Tanh 2 0.985 0.587 0.97 

Tanh 3 0.977 0.53 0.975 

Tanh 4 0.9 1.46 0.811 

Gaussian 1 0.646 2.4 0.42 0.646 2.4 0.42 

Gaussian 2 N/A N/A N/A 

Gaussian 3 N/A N/A N/A 

bipolar 1 0.364 3.73 -0.234 0.364 3.73 -0.234 

bipolar 2 N/A N/A N/A 

bipolar 3 N/A N/A N/A 

 

             From the previous table, it can be noticed that the average R and 

RMSE parameters for sigmoid function type, is higher than other types, as 

mentioned previously by the researchers. It should be noticed that the 

lowest value of RMSE reflected the best results. Also, the correlated 

function is highly dependent on number of hidden layer, for each type of 

trailed function. It can be noticed that 2 hidden layer for sigmoid function 

gave better results than other. While increasing hidden layers more than 2 

was insufficient in term of time cost and performance of network learning, 

and this called overfitting. 
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Therefore, and base on the previous data results, it has been selected 

sigmoid function with 2 hidden layers as a constant parameters for other to 

test model learning from (1981-2016). 

Figure (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) clarify ANN learning process of a sigmoid- 2 

hidden layers incorporated 9 neurons per layer, relation between observed 

and correlated data set for the same period, and behavior of RMSE 

function, respectively. The same consequences are presented in Figures 

(4.4), (4.5), and (4.6). 

For both cases, the learned function tends to fit the observed function 

through adjusting node weights process. The weights are modified in each 

iteration process. So, after a numerous number of iterations, finally the 

function had been learned successfully (the red color function), and with 

0.97 and 0.706 of R and RMSE values for Figure (4.1) and the weights 

have been reached the stability limit. These results are the best reached and 

has been taken for testing, as can be seen in next subsection (calibration 

model). The same explanation can be adopted for Figure (4.4). 

For the RMSE function as presented in Figure (4.3) and (4.6), it has been 

noticed a continuous reduction in RMSE values with higher number of 

iterations. This behavior is reasonable, and sometime after a certain time of 

process, the values begins to slight increase and decrease for a specific 

limit without any noticeable improvement achieved.  

Overall, the maximum values of R and the minimum values of RMSE, 

have been taken as the main criteria for accepting models.  
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 Figure 4-2 correlation strength of the fitting line between observed and learned data 

for 10 years. 
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Figure 4-1 ANN learning process of a ten years testing data. 
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Figure 4-3 RMSE function behavior during function learning process. 

Figure 4-4 ANN learning process for 36 years testing data. 
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Figure 4-5 Correlation strength of the fitting line between observed and 

learned data for 36 years. 

 

Figure 4-6 RMSE function behavior during function learning process. 

 

 

4.2.2 Weights distributions of models   
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also, each output layer is connected to the nodes of the last hidden layer. In 

addition to bias number. The total mentioned connections refers to the 

number of weights. Figure (4.7) illustrates layers connections between 

them of two different cases.  

 

Figure 4-7 weight distribution process, A- for 1 hidden layer contains 9 

nodes, B- for 2 hidden layer contains 19 nodes. 

The number of weight, maximum and minimum value of it varies 

from ANN model to another. Figure (4.8) show weight distribution of 

model 1, the total number of weights are 232 and the most effective value 

of weight is (33). It should be noted that the horizontal axis refers to 

number of weights, and the vertical axis refers to weight value, for all 

weight distribution figures. 
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                 Figure 4-8 show distribution of the weights of model 1. 

Figure (4.9) clarifies weight distribution for model 2, the number of 

weights connection are 356 and the most effective value of weight is (77). 

 

  

 

     

          Figure 4-9 show distribution of the weights of model 2. 
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Figure (4.10) illustrates the weight distribution for model 3, the number of 

weights connection are 232 and the most effective value of weight is (89). 

Figure (4.11) illustrated weight distribution for model 4, the number of 

weights connection are 129 and the most effective value of weight is (94) 

Figure (4.12) show the weight distribution for model 5, the number of 

weights connection are 356 and the most effective value of weight is (80). 
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                Figure 4-10 show distribution of the weights of model 3. 

 

          

            Figure 4-11 show distribution of the weights of model 4. 

 

           Figure 4-12 show distribution of the weights of model 5. 
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4.2.3 Calibration of ANN model  

The difficulty of predicting rain intensity due to the fact that it is a 

non-continuous function daily such as temperature and depends on the 

seasons and rainy periods. After selecting the ANN parameters (function 

type, number of hidden layers, and number of neurons each layer), 

Table(4.2) show number of the models, number of hidden layers, R², 

RMSE for ANN models that used to prediction the rainfall intensity in the 

study area. Model 1 was the first model chose and model 3 was the second 

model chose, since they have minimum RMSE values (1.67, 3.46), and 

maximum R² values (0.722, 0.64), respectively. 

 

Table 4-2 The model description, number of hidden layers, and its 

parameter. 

number 

of model 

Description Number of 

hidden 

layers 

R² RMSE 

Model 1 First model for 10 years 

for period (1981-1990) 

2 0.722 1.67 

Model 2 First model for 10 years 

for period (1981-1990) 

3 0.684 2.68 

Model 3 Second model for 36 

years for period (1981-

2016) 

2 0.64 3.46 

Model 4 Second model for 36 

years for period (1981-

2016) 

1 0.62 3.68 

Model 5 Second model for 36 

years for period (1981-

2016) 

3 0.41 5.25 

It is worth to mention that the used data in ANN model has been 

selected randomly by SPSS program. About 95% of data set has been 
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selected randomly for generating the training function process, and about 

5% of data set has been taken for validation (testing) process. Figures 

(4.13, 4.14, and 4.15) illustrates the result of calibration process between 

the observed and the predicted rainfall intensity data for models 3, 4, and 5 

respectively.  

In Figure (4.13), the Figure clarifies that the mathematical model was able 

to predict values to an acceptable limit, and can be used to predict in the 

coming years with some ratios of errors. 
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Figure 4-13 predict versus observation intensity values of model 3 

((R
2
=0.640, RMSE=3.460). 

 

Figure 4-14 predict versus observation intensity values of model 4 

(R
2
=0.620, RMSE=3.680). 
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Figure 4-15 predict versus observation intensity for model 5 (R
2
=0.410, 

RMSE=5.25). 

Figure (4.16) shows the intensity value for three periods from 

1981- 1990 which gated from the General Authority for metrological and 

Seismic Observations (G.A.A.S.O, 2018), second period (1991-2008) 

which predicted from the model 1 and the third period (2008-2016) which 

gated from (I.A.C.D, 2018) the trend line of the intensity increase with the 

progress of time in general.  Using model 3 to predicted rainfall intensity 

from 2017-2070,  in general the trend line of the prediction increase with 

progress of time this illustrates in Figure (4.17) , the maximum value of 

each year from Figure (4.17) enter to the SWMM. Model 3 can used to 

predict rainfall intensity at any period due to it is developed depend on 

climate change of 36 years. 
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     Figure 4-17 Prediction of rainfall intensity by ANN model (model 3). 

 

4.2.4 Effect of climate change on ANN model  

There are many factor of climate use to build ANN models include 

rainfall, max temperature, min temperature, wind speed, humidity, and sun 

shine. From ANN models it has been concluded that the rainfall more 

factor effect on the modeling. Rainfall, wind speed, sun shine, min 

temperature, max temperature, and humidity the sequence of climate factor 
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                 Figure 4-16 observation data of rainfall intensity. 
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that effect on model 1.  Rainfall, wind speed, sun shine, min temperature, 

humidity, and max temperature. The sequence of climate factor effect on 

model 3. 

In each model generation, the priority of climate parameter 

changing according to their effects. For example, model 1 has parameter 

priority that differs from model 3. But, it should be noted that rainfall 

parameter is still the dominant among others. Figures (4.18, and4.19) 

illustrate model importance of data parameters. 

 

 

    Figure 4-18 model importance distribution parameters of model 1. 
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       Figure 4-19 model importance distribution parameters of model 3. 

Where: 

A: is the years parameter 

B: number of data N 

C: is N-1 parameter 

D: is N-1 parameter 

E: rainfall intensity parameter 

F: minimum temperature parameter 

G: Maximum temperature parameter 

H: Humidity parameter 

I: wind speed parameter 

J: is sunshine parameter 

 

4.3 Flooding model  

The process of Simulation flooding occurrence is not simple, since 

many different numbers of parameters should be considered during this 

step. After generating ANN model and prediction of data for different 

future periods, and preparing the network geometry and its related 

parameters, it can be said that simulation process is ready with SWMM. 

First, SWMM model shall be calibrated with current available data. Also, 

Simulation process shall cover different time periods. 

 

4.3.1 Model calibration  

A manual trial and error method has been used to calibrate the 

simulation model of storm drainage network of the study area. There was a 

lack in data that need to calibrate the model. There are six month available 

as observation data: January 2017, February 2017, November 2017, 

January 2018, March 2018, and April 2018. Rainfall intensity was using: 
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(7.86, 27.5, 19.86, 11.66, 21.28, and 7.24) mm/h. the result of calibration 

shown in figure (4.20). 

 

       

 

Figure 4-20 model calibration result under different rainfall intensity 

         In order to check the validity of all the input parameters in the model 

and estimation of model parameters, cross validation is carried out on the 

data. The cross validation results show that the mean square error (MSE) 

for all events are very close to zero (0.000021). Moreover, root mean 

square error (RMSE) is very low as compared to the variance of the 

observed data for all events (0.0045).The correlation coefficient (R²) equal 

to (0.83). The model can be used after calibration with acceptable result 

and with the error rate indicate in the Table (4.3).  

Table 4-3 the result of calibration of SWMM. 

Observed 

data  

Simulation 

results 

MSE RMSE R² error 

0.031 0.026    16.1% 
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0.026 0.032  

0.000021 

 

0.0045 

 

0.83 

 

 

23% 

0.021 0.026 23.8% 

0.012 0.01 16.6% 

0.034 0.028 17.6% 

0.0024 0.002 18.36% 

   

4.3.2 Climate change simulation results by SWMM 

The storm drainage network in the Al-Abbas quarter had been 

designed for a rainfall intensity of 13 mm/h and 2-year return period 

(D.S.K and 2018). However, the study area has been exposed to the 

impacts of climate change represent as increase in rainfall intensity reach to 

max percent in 2067 is three times of design intensity. The study area more 

exposed to flooding due to increase in rainfall intensity. The climate 

change of the case study has been simulated for the rainy event (maximum 

month in each year) for the future period from (2017 to 2070). The 

flooding discharge amount of the manholes divided into five stages as 

follows: 

 Stage1 [no flooding] range from [0 to 0.001 m
3
/sec]. 

 stage2 [ very light flooding] range from [greater than 0.001 to 0.01  

m
3
/sec],  

 stage3 [medium flooding] range from [greater than 0.01 to 0.05 

m
3
/sec] 

 stage4 [high flooding] range from [greater than 0.05 to 0.12 m
3
/sec],  

 Stage 5 [very high flooding] for [greater than 0.12 m
3
/sec]. 

 

In order to study this effect on rain intensity change, a set of 

expected rain intensities will be applied in the next years on the network in 

the study area. The focus will be on the high intensities expected to 

determine the extent of the network's ability to deal with these intensities.   
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Figure (4.21) show the behavior of the storm network in winter 2017 

with rainfall intensity equal to 27.5mm/h, this value of rainfall intensity 

greater than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 111%.78% of the 

manhole had no flooding (stage 1) and 16% of the manhole had very light 

flooding (stage 2), 3% of the manhole had medium flooding (stage 3), 3% 

of the manhole flooding had high flooding (stage 4). So, the behavior of the 

network looks somewhat good for the duration of flooding 50 min. 
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Figure 4-21 The flooding manhole under rainfall intensity (27.5 mm/h) at 

peak time in winter 2017. 

Figure (4.22) show the behavior of the storm network in winter 2019 

with rainfall intensity equal to 34.47mm/h, this value of rainfall intensity 

greater than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 165%.81% of the 

manhole had no flooding (stage 1) and 19% of the manhole had very light 

flooding (stage 2) so the behavior of the network consider good , the 

duration of flooding is 45 min. 

Also, from the same Figure, it can be observed that flooding 

discharge condition for year 2019 decrease stage 1 with rate about 21.8%, 
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stage 2 has no change , stage 3 and stage 4 increase with double compared 

to year 2017. No significant change has been occurred during this interval 

since the period too close.  `  

 

Figure 4-22 The flooding manhole under rainfall intensity (34.74 mm/h) at 

peak time in winter 2019. 

Figure (4.23) Show the behavior of the storm network in winter 2024 

with rainfall intensity equal to 28.82mm/h, this value of rainfall intensity 
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greater than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 121%. 73% of the 

manhole had no flooding (stage 1),14% of the manhole flooding had very 

light flooding (stage 2), 3% of the manhole had medium flooding (stage 3), 

and 10% of the manhole flooding had high flooding (stage 4) , the duration 

of flooding is 45 min . 

Also, from the same Figure, it can be observed that flooding 

discharge condition for year 2024 increase stage 1 with rate about 14%, 

stage 2 has been decrease with rate about 14.2%, stage 3 decrease to double 

and stage 4 had no change compared to year 2019.  
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Figure 4-23 The flooding manhole under rainfall intensity (28.82 mm/h) at 

peak time in winter 2024. 

Figure (4.24) Show the behavior of the storm network in winter 2028 

with rainfall intensity equal to 29.62mm/h, this value of rainfall intensity 

greater than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 127%. 86% of the 

manhole had no flooding (stage 1), 13% of the manhole flooding had very 

light flooding (stage 2) and 1% of the manhole flooding had high flooding 

(stage 4) , the duration of flooding is 50 min . 
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Also, from the same Figure, it can be observed that flooding 

discharge condition for year 2028 increase stage 1 with rate about 1.3%, 

stage 2 has been decrease with rate about 7.6% , stage 3   and stage 4 had 

no change compared to year 2024. No significant change has been occurred 

during this interval since the period too close. 

 

Figure 4-24 The flooding manhole under rainfall intensity (29.62 mm/h) at 

peak time in winter 2028.  
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Figure (4.25) show the behavior of the storm network in winter 2037 

with rainfall intensity equal to 25.28mm/h, this value of rainfall intensity 

greater than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 94%. 74% of the 

manhole had no flooding (stage 1), 13% of the manhole had had very light 

flooding (stage 2) ,8% of the manhole had medium flooding (stage 3)and, 

5% of the manhole had very high flooding (stage 5) ,the duration of 

flooding is 50 min. 

Also, from the same Figure, it can be observed that flooding 

discharge condition for year 2037increase stage 1, stage 2 have  been no 

change , stage 3 has increase with rate about 1.6%, and stage 4 has been 

decrease once time to year 2028. No significant change has been occurred 

during this interval since the period too close. 
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Figure 4-25 The flooding manhole under rainfall intensity (25.28 mm/h) at 

peak time in winter 2037. 

Figure (4.26) show the behavior of the storm network in winter 2042 with 

rainfall intensity equal to 26.34mm/h, this value of rainfall intensity greater 

than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 103%. 76% of the manhole 
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had no flooding (stage 1), 11% of the manhole had had very light flooding 

(stage 2) ,8% of the manhole had medium flooding (stage 3)and, 5% of the 

manhole had very high flooding (stage 5) ,the duration of flooding is 45 

min. 

Also, from the same Figure, it can be observed that flooding 

discharge condition for year 2042 increase stage 1 with rate about 2.7%, 

stage 2 has been decrease with rate about 18.1%, stage 3   and stage 4 had 

no change compared to year 2037. No significant change has been occurred 

during this interval since the period too close. 
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Figure 4-26 The flooding manhole under rainfall intensity (26.34 mm/h) at 

peak time in winter 2042. 

 Figure (4.27) show the behavior of the storm network in winter 2055 with 

rainfall intensity equal to 45.98mm/h, this value of rainfall intensity greater 

than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 254%.56% of the manhole 

had no flooding (stage 1), 14% of the manhole had very light flooding 

(stage 2), 21% of the manhole had medium flooding (stage 3), 3% of the 
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manhole flooding had high flooding (stage 4) and, 6% of the manhole had 

very high flooding (stage 5), the duration of flooding is 20 min. 

Also, from the same Figure, it can be observed that flooding 

discharge condition for year 2055 decrease stage 1 with rate about 35.7%, 

stage 2 has been increase with rate about 27.2% , stage 3 has been increase 

with rate about 1.6 time , stage 4 has been decrease with rate about 

66.6%,and stage 5 has been increase with rate about 6% compared to year 

2042. 
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Figure 4-27 The flooding manhole under rainfall intensity (45.98 mm/h) at 

peak time in winter 2055. 

Figure (4.28)show the behavior of the storm network in winter 2060 with 

rainfall intensity equal to 44.9mm/h, this value of rainfall intensity greater 

than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 245%.60% of the manhole 

had no flooding (stage 1), 11% of the manhole had had very light flooding 

(stage 2) ,20% of the manhole had medium flooding (stage 3), 3% of the 
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manhole flooding had high flooding (stage 4)  ,and, 6% of the manhole had 

very high flooding (stage 5) ,the duration of flooding is 35min. 

Also, from the same Figure, it can be observed that flooding 

discharge condition for year2060 increase stage 1 with rate about 6.1%, 

stage 2 has been decrease with rate about 27.2% , stage 3 has been decrease 

with rate about 5% , stage 4 has been increase about once time ,and stage 5 

has been decrease about 6% once time  compared to year 2055.  
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Figure 4-28 The flooding manhole under rainfall intensity (44.9 mm/h) at 

peak time. 

Figure (4.29) show the behavior of the storm network in winter 2067 under 

maximum rainfall intensity equal to 46.48mm/h, this value of rainfall 

intensity greater than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 257%.59% 

of the manhole had no flooding (stage 1), 16% of the manhole had very 

light flooding (stage 2), 19% of the manhole had medium flooding (stage 3) 
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and, 6% of the manhole had very high flooding (stage 5), the duration of 

flooding is 45 min. 

Also, from the same Figure, it can be observed that flooding 

discharge condition for year 2067 decrease stage 1 with rate about 7.1%, 

stage 2 has been increase with rate about 27.2%, stage 3 has been increase 

with rate about 5%, stage 4 has been decrease about one time, and stage 5 

has been increase about once time compared to year 2060.  
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Figure 4-29 The flooding manhole under maximum rainfall intensity (46.48 

mm/h) at peak time in winter2067 . 

Figure (4.30) show the behavior of the storm network in winter 

2070 with rainfall intensity equal to 46.42mm/h, this value of rainfall 

intensity greater than design rainfall intensity with ratio equal to 257%.56% 

of the manhole had no flooding (stage 1), 14% of the manhole had very 

light flooding (stage 2), 21% of the manhole had medium flooding (stage 

3), 3% of the manhole flooding had high flooding (stage 4) and, 6% of the 
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manhole had very high flooding (stage 5), the duration of flooding is 45 

min. 

Also, from the same Figure, it can be observed that flooding 

discharge condition for year 2070 decrease stage 1 , stage 2, stage 3, stage 

4, and stage 5 have been no change compared to year 2067. No significant 

change has been occurred during this interval since the period too close. 
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Figure 4-30 The flooding manhole under rainfall intensity (46.42 mm/h) at 

peak time in winter 2070. 

             For the cases above there are decrease and increase in the flooding 

discharge manhole rate with progress of time, but originally flooding 

discharge increase when compared the end design period (2070) with 

beginning design period (2017) stage 1 has been decrease with rate about 

39.2%, stage 2 has been increase with rate about 14.2%, stage3 has been 
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increase about 6 times, stage 4 has no change, and stage 5 increase with 

rate about 6%. 

 

4.4 Result of Suggested scenario  

The result of suggestion shall cover the future additional land use 

area (up to 2070) that surrounding the end life span of Karbala master plan 

(2050).  Figure (4.31) clarifies the proposed future additional land use area 

and flooding discharge.  

 

Figure (4.31) contains variation of flooding discharge from 2017 

until 2070, in addition to current flooding discharge. The current flooding 

discharge (2017) is about 2.75 m
3
/sec. The value of flooding discharge 

manhole at the end period of master plan (2050) reach to 11.48 m
3
/sec, 

which is increasing about  three times of the current flooding discharge 

(2017). At the end of design period (2070) the value of flooding discharge 

manhole reach to 16.83 m
3
/sec, the rate of increase reach to five time the 

current one.  
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 Figure 4-31 suggestion scenario for future flooding occurance forecasting 

(2070). 
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  Chapter Five

CONCLSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Introduction  

This study aimed to extrapolate the rainfall intensity depend on 

climate change and determine the flooding ratio in storm network of the 

case study. 

ANN model was used to extrapolate the rainfall intensity depend 

on different climate change parameters. The results of analysis was very 

accurate, flexibility and reduce the length of the time spent in calibration. 

 

5.2  Conclusion 

The conclusion depended on the result can be summarized 

below: 

1. The calibration of ANN model depend on R² and RMSE, the best 

models would have least RMSE(1.67 , 3.46), and greater R²(0.722 , 

0.64). 

2. The result of ANN model indicate that the rainfall intensity increase 

with progress of time reach to 46.48 mm/h in winter 2067. 

3.  There are many  factor of climate change that effect on the ANN 

model include : rainfall , wind speed , sun shine , humidity , min 

and max temperature ,but the most factor of climate change effect is 

the rainfall. 
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4. SWMM model was used to evaluate the storm drainage system in 

Al-Abbas quarter, Karbala, Iraq as a case study, it was very 

effective in the analysis of the flooding problem.The calibration of 

SWMM model for six rainfall event with rainfall intensity (7.86 

,27.5, 19.86, 11.66, 21.28, and 7.24)mm/hr was very good where 

the cross validation results show that the mean square error (MSE) 

for all events are very close to zero (0.000021). Moreover, root 

mean square error (RMSE) is very low as compared to the variance 

of the observed data for all events (0.0045).The correlation 

coefficient (R²) equal to (0.83). 

5. This study show the behavior of the drainage system of the study 

area under various rainfall intensities and the predictable flooding 

discharge for the flooding area. 

6. The SWMM  analysis storm drainage system met rainfall intensity 

greater than design intensity (13 mm/h) with peak rainfall intensity 

equal to 29.62 mm/h in winter 2028, with flooding duration 50 min 

and reach to stage 4 (from 0.05-0.12) m³/s with ratio 1%. 

7. The SWMM  analysis storm drainage system met rainfall intensity 

greater than design intensity (13 mm/h) with peak rainfall intensity 

equal to 45.98 mm/h in winter 2055, with flooding duration 20 min 

and reach to stage 5 (greater than 0.12) m³/s with ratio 6%. 

8. The SWMM  analysis storm drainage system met rainfall intensity 

greater than design intensity (13 mm/h) with peak rainfall intensity 

equal to 44.9 mm/h in winter 2060, with flooding duration 35 min 

and reach to stage 5 (greater than 0.12) m³/s with ratio 6%. 
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9.  The SWMM  analysis storm drainage system met rainfall intensity 

greater than design intensity (13 mm/h) with peak rainfall intensity 

equal to 46.48 mm/h in winter 2067, that maximum intensity 

happened in future period (2017-2070), with flooding duration 45 

min and reach to stage 5 (greater than 0.12) m³/s with ratio 6%. 

10.  The percentage of flooding manhole at 2017 reach to stage 4 (0.05-

0.12) m³/s with ratio 3% while the percentage of flooding manhole 

at 2070 reach to stage 5 (greater than 0.12) m³/s with ratio 6%. 

 

5.3  Recommendation  

The proposed mechanism to deal with the flood situation are: 

1. Increase the diameter of the pipes to capacity the quantity of water. 

2. Add second outlet to rid network from the flooding.             

 

 

5.4  Further research 

1. Using another program to analysis the climate change to predict 

rainfall intensity. 

2. Take another case study in the region. 
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APPENDIX A – GIS STORM NETWORK DATA  

 

OBJECTID Upstream In Downstream Diameter Slope Install Date Sector No_H Length انقضا sector SHAPE_Length 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.8 25.93 1 49.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 41 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.8 25.96 2 40.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 28 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.96 26.1 3 28.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 2 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 4 1.99995 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.93 26.05 5 49.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 31.2 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.71 25.8 6 31.20007 

باببغداد الوركز 30.3 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.625 25.71 7 30.30004 

باببغداد الوركز 49.2 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.625 25.83 8 49.19996 

باببغداد الوركز 49.4 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.83 25.951 9 49.40001 

باببغداد الوركز 63 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.536 25.625 10 63.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 51.8 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.536 25.646 11 51.79998 

باببغداد الوركز 50.6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.646 25.736 12 50.60004 

باببغداد الوركز 50.3 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.736 25.856 13 50.29999 

باببغداد الوركز 28 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.856 25.926 14 27.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 30.6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.466 25.536 15 30.60002 

باببغداد الوركز 31.6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.4 25.466 16 31.59998 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.4 25.561 17 50 

باببغداد الوركز 49.5 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.561 25.691 18 49.50003 

باببغداد الوركز 50.6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.691 25.841 19 50.59999 

باببغداد الوركز 63 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.226 25.4 20 62.99995 

باببغداد الوركز 64.5 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.226 25.326 21 64.49996 

باببغداد الوركز 62.2 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.326 25.49 22 62.20001 

باببغداد الوركز 35.7 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.49 25.61 23 35.70002 

باببغداد الوركز 50.3 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.61 25.72 24 50.29995 

باببغداد الوركز 44.4 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.326 25.496 25 44.39997 

باببغداد الوركز 39.2 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.496 25.566 26 39.20005 

باببغداد الوركز 42 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.566 25.661 27 42.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 44.8 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.661 25.906 28 44.80004 

باببغداد الوركز 60 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.906 26.046 29 59.97993 

باببغداد الوركز 26.4 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.906 25.996 30 26.4 

باببغداد الوركز 60.1 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.996 26.086 31 60.11929 

باببغداد الوركز 60.7 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.996 26.166 32 60.65559 

باببغداد الوركز 39.3 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.166 26.336 33 39.34447 

باببغداد الوركز 43.2 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.156 25.226 34 43.20001 

باببغداد الوركز 37.3 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.101 25.156 35 37.30004 
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باببغداد الوركز 43.7 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.041 25.101 36 43.7 

باببغداد الوركز 45.2 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 24.961 25.041 37 45.20002 

باببغداد الوركز 46 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 24.889 24.961 38 45.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 34 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 24.759 24.889 39 34.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 24.629 24.759 40 32.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 24.675 24.889 41 32.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 24.675 24.813 42 32.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 66 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.813 25.159 43 66.00006 

باببغداد الوركز 62.6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.159 25.27 44 62.59998 

باببغداد الوركز 43.7 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.27 25.385 45 43.70003 

باببغداد الوركز 66.4 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.385 25.52 46 66.36421 

باببغداد الوركز 48 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 24.813 24.973 47 48 

باببغداد الوركز 49 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 24.973 25.119 48 49.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 54 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.119 25.279 49 54.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.279 25.413 50 25.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 51 5.999977 

باببغداد الوركز 25 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.413 25.479 52 24.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 53 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.479 25.619 53 52.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 52 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.619 25.729 54 51.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 48 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.729 25.831 55 48.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 59 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.479 25.61 56 59.00006 

باببغداد الوركز 22.6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 24.966 25.056 57 22.58902 

باببغداد الوركز 38.5 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.056 25.126 58 38.49996 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 24.629 24.965 59 49.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 49.5 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 24.965 25.05 60 49.50005 

باببغداد الوركز 50.5 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.05 25.13 61 50.50003 

باببغداد الوركز 60.6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.13 25.23 62 60.59996 

باببغداد الوركز 51.7 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.23 25.31 63 51.70002 

باببغداد الوركز 49.5 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.31 25.41 64 49.5 

باببغداد الوركز 50.7 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.41 25.5 65 50.70002 

باببغداد الوركز 57.6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.5 25.58 66 57.60005 

باببغداد الوركز 45.5 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.58 25.66 67 45.50002 

باببغداد الوركز 48.4 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.66 25.75 68 48.40001 

باببغداد الوركز 38 العباس 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.75 25.83 69 38.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 55 الهيابي 1/1/2007 0.002 500 25.83 25.9 70 54.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 55 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.629 25.885 71 54.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 52 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.885 25.955 72 52.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 55 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.955 26.136 73 54.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 55 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.136 26.318 74 55.00003 
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باببغداد الوركز 56 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.318 26.499 75 55.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 55 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.499 26.681 76 55.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 57 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.681 26.862 77 57.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 57 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.862 27.044 78 57.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 27.044 27.225 79 30.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 48.3 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 25.126 25.196 80 48.29996 

باببغداد الوركز 49 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.196 25.306 81 48.99995 

باببغداد الوركز 48 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.306 25.456 82 48.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 31.5 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.456 25.595 83 31.50002 

باببغداد الوركز 6 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 0 0 84 5.999984 

باببغداد الوركز 38 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 23.738 23.886 85 37.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 40 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 23.886 24.253 86 39.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.253 24.633 87 49.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.633 24.783 88 50.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 37 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.253 24.376 89 37.00006 

باببغداد الوركز 35 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.376 24.496 90 35.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 49 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.496 25.046 91 48.99994 

باببغداد الوركز 49 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.496 24.606 92 48.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.606 24.746 93 31.99995 

باببغداد الوركز 49 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.746 24.856 94 49.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 45 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 24.856 25 95 44.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 55 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25 25.185 96 54.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.185 25.355 97 29.99995 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.355 25.495 98 30.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 18.1 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 25.645 25.68 99 18.0791 

باببغداد الوركز 59.4 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.68 25.83 100 59.42456 

باببغداد الوركز 55 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.83 25.98 101 55.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 54 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.98 26.13 102 53.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.13 26.28 103 50.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 51 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.28 26.4 104 50.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 54 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.4 26.56 105 53.99995 

باببغداد الوركز 54 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.56 26.725 106 53.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 59 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 26.725 26.87 107 59.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 126 31.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 127 30.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 128 30.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 20.4 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 129 20.37663 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 130 25.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 131 25.99998 
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باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 132 30.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 25 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 133 25.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 25 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 134 25 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 135 25.99997 

بغدادباب الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 136 25.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 26.5 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 137 26.50003 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 138 29.99995 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 139 30.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 17 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 140 17.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 32.4 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 141 32.39996 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 142 29.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 143 31.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 33 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 144 33.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 145 30.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 146 29.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 147 26.00005 

باببغداد الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 148 31.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 149 32.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 150 30.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 151 30.00011 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 152 29.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 153 26.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 24 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 154 24.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 155 30.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 156 30.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 157 31 

باببغداد الوركز 33 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 158 33.00005 

باببغداد الوركز 51 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 159 51.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 23 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 160 23 

باببغداد الوركز 24 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 161 23.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 162 25.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 163 31.00007 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 164 29.99987 

باببغداد الوركز 28 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 165 27.99994 

باببغداد الوركز 29 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 166 29.00008 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 167 29.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 23 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 168 22.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 169 32.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 170 30.00004 
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باببغداد الوركز 67 العباس 1/1/2007 0.0025 400 24.889 24.966 171 67.01099 

باببغداد الوركز 33 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 172 32.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 173 30.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 174 29.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 175 32.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 176 30.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 177 30.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 20 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 178 20.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 20 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 179 20.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 25.4 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 180 25.40811 

باببغداد الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 181 31.00006 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 182 32.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 25 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 183 24.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 27 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 184 27.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 27 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 185 26.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 28 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 186 28.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 28 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 187 27.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 20 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 188 20 

باببغداد الوركز 67.3 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 25.61 25.759 189 67.27319 

باببغداد الوركز 28 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 190 28 

باببغداد الوركز 35 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 191 35.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 36 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 192 36.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 193 30.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 29 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 194 28.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 29 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 195 29.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 32.1 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 196 32.10246 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 197 30 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 198 30.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 199 29.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 33 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 200 33 

باببغداد الوركز 24 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 201 23.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 202 29.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 203 31.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 204 25.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 23.5 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 205 23.49997 

باببغداد الوركز 22 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 206 21.99995 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 207 29.99993 

بغدادباب الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 208 31.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 41 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 209 41.00001 
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باببغداد الوركز 40 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 210 40.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 58 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 211 57.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 21.6 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 212 21.63831 

باببغداد الوركز 31 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 213 30.99995 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 214 29.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 29 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 215 28.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 216 29.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 217 30.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 218 29.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 29 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 219 29.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 220 30.00001 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 221 25.99998 

باببغداد الوركز 25 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 222 24.99999 

باببغداد الوركز 25 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 223 25.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 48 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 224 48.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 26 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 225 26.00008 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 226 31.99987 

باببغداد الوركز 30 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 227 30.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 228 31.99992 

باببغداد الوركز 32 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 229 32.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 28 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 230 27.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 17 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 231 16.9672 

باببغداد الوركز 19 العباس 1/1/2007 0.003175 315 0 0 232 19.00004 

باببغداد الوركز 10 العباس 1/1/2004 0.003175 315 0 0 233 10.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 53 العباس 1/1/2004 0.001667 600 0 0 234 52.99997 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2004 0.001667 600 0 0 235 50.00003 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2004 0.001667 600 0 0 236 49.99996 

باببغداد الوركز 50 العباس 1/1/2004 0.001667 600 0 0 237 50.00002 

باببغداد الوركز 44 العباس 1/1/2004 0.001667 600 0 0 238 44 

باببغداد الوركز 51.2 العباس 1/1/2007 0.001667 600 0 0 239 51.19109 

باببغداد الوركز 0 العباس 1/1/2007 0 315 0 0 244 55.2471 
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 انخلاصت

وصيادة انخًذٌ  يحذد فيضاٌ شبكت يياِ الأيطاس بغبب حغيش انًُاخ وحغيش اعخخذاو الأساضي

وانغكاٌ عهً َطاق أوعع. حخُاول هزِ انذساعت حطىيش ًَارس نخُبئ انخغييش انًغخقبهي في أحذاد 

هطىل الأيطاس يٍ أصم حًايت انبًُ انخحخيت نشبكت يياِ الأيطاس يٍ انفيضاَاث. حى اخخياس حي 

فإٌ حأريش حغيش انًُاخ  انعباط في يذيُت كشبلاء ، انعشاق كذساعت حانت. بانُغبت نهخحهيم الأول ،

( يعخًذ عهً انبياَاث انخاسيخيت 7121-7102عهً كزافت الأيطاس انًخىقعت نهفخشة انًغخقبهيت )

 . وقذ حى إصشاء هزا باعخخذاو ًَىرس انشبكت انعصبيت الاصطُاعيت7102 - 0891نهفخشة 

(ANN). حخضًٍ طبقاث انذخىل  انخي حذخم في ًَىرس ANN ي وحشًم عىايم انخغيش انًُاخ

)هطىل الأيطاس شهشياً ودسصت انحشاسة ودسصت انحشاسة انقصىي وعشعت انشياح وانشطىبت وأشعت 

٪ يٍ انبياَاث وبياَاث الاخخباس حًزم  89انشًظ(. هزِ انبياَاث يقغًت إنً بياَاث انخذسيب حًزم 

ُاء ًَىرس إداسة ٪ نعًهيت انًعايشة. عىايم الاخشاس حشًم كزافت هطىل الأيطاس. بعذ رنك ، حى ب 9

يٍ أصم حقييى ظشوف انفيضاٌ في يُطقت انذساعت نكزافت الأيطاس  (SWMM) يياِ انعىاصف

يهى / عاعت. في عاو  62.69انًخىقعت. حشيش انُخائش إنً أٌ انحذ الأقصً نكزافت الأيطاس عيبهغ 

لاث يع حقذو . حًزم هزِ انقيًت رلاد يشاث يٍ كزافت انخصًيى. وحضداد َغبت فيضاٌ انًُهى7122

٪ ، وحًج 28.7( حى حخفيض انًشحهت الأونً بًعذل حىاني 7121انىقج. في َهايت فخشة انخصًيى )

يشاث ، وانًشحهت لا حخغيش ،  2٪ ، وحًخاص انًشحهت انزانزت بضيادة 06.7صيادة انًشحهت انزاَيت بًعذل 

 (.7102٪ يقاسَت بفخشة انبذايت )2وانًشحهت انخايغت حضيذ يع يعذل 
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